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Abstract-In pervasive computing environments, more and more
applications or platforms based on mobile phone and PDA
emerged. People could get what they want from these platforms
anywhere. Top-k and skyline query are two methods to satisfy
user's preferences. In many situations, we need to combine the
two querying technologies to satisfy the user's preferences, which
is called top-k skyline query. Based on a given pervasive
computing scenario, we formulate a theoretical model for top-k
skyline query, describe an algorithm that proceeds the skyline
and top-k query synchronously. It shows better performance in
experiment than algorithms proposed in [3].
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, pervasive computing is getting more and more
researchers' attentions with the development and maturation
of related technologies and theories gradually[1]. The ultimate
goal of pervasive computing is to integrate the information
spaces constructed by communication and computer and to
integrate the physical spaces for people's lives and works [2].

With the development of mobile technology, more and
more applications or platforms based on mobile phone and
PDA emerged. People would get what they want from the
information services provided by these platforms when
submitting the query according to their preferences. To date,
there are two major methods for query based on user's
preferences: top-k and skyline. They are both used to solve the
traditional problem of multi-objects optimization. Top-k query
retrieves the best k objects that minimize a specific preference
function, which transform the problem of the multi-objects
optimization into single object one. For skyline, given a set of
d-dimensional objects, the query returns the "best" objects that
are not dominated by others. Differed from the top-k query, the
skyline solves the original multi-objects with algorithms of
multi-objects optimization. As the result is a set whose
elements are not dominated mutually and the amount ofthe set
may be large, it's unfeasible and worthless to present all the
results to the users. We may refme the skyline results by a top
k query. An example is as follow:
Example 1:
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A tourist is interested in the top-k restaurants with the best
food, and these restaurants are the closest to certain spot and
the cheapest.

The tourist can formulate the following top-k query:
Select *
From Guide
Skyline of cheap(Price) max, close(Address, HotelAd)

max
Order By max(quality(Food))
Topk

Example 1 is a combination of skyline and top-k query.
The function cheap is a score function, which indexes the
restaurants on prices; close is an user-defmed function which
orders the distances between a certain spot and the restaurants;
quality is an user-defmed function which evaluates the food
quality for each restaurant. In the process, the query executes
the operator 'Skyline' to get the skyline results, and then
executes the 'Order By... Top k' to get to the fmal results. [3]
has proposed a algorithm for top-k skyline query. However, it
is inefficient to separate the processes of skyline and top-k
query into two isolated steps,. In this paper, we present a new
algorithm combining the processes of skyline and top-k into
an integrated process, and the experiments show better
performance than the one in [3].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a
scenario in computing pervasive environment which motivates
our research. Section 3 discusses related works. Section 4
defmes the theoretical model for top-k skyline. Based on the
scenario mentioned in section 2, section 5 describes an
algorithm of top-k skyline query. Section 6 presents the
experiments, and section 7 concludes.

II. MOTIVATING SCENARIO

To illustrate the research focus and motivate the need for
our discussion, consider the following scenario:

Sams is traveling to JiNan which is famous for the splendid
springs in China. He wants to fmd a hotel with the best food,
and these hotel are close to a famous spring - BaoTu spring
and cheap. Using his PDA, he submits his preferences by
visiting a mobile travel service platform. After executing the
top-k skyline query operator as Example 1, the platform



A point Pi is a skyline point m S, where Pi satisfies
-,3p; : p; :;:Pi A Pj dominating Pi

Definition 3: scoring function
The scoring function s on relation R is a function from R to
real numbers, i.e, R~ ~ . The function s induces a
preference relation >- s and an indifference relation - s on R.
For any two different tuples t, and tj
fi >- sfj iff s(ti) > s(~)

It - sfj iff s(ti) = s(tj )
Definition 4: the set for top-k query on R
Given a relation R, a non-negative integer k, a scoring function
s, a set for top-k query satisfying s on R is following tuples set
T:
IT~R

2 if'[Rl < k, T = R , otherwise 111 = k
3 VteT,Vt'eR-T,t>- s t'or f- s t'

Definition 5: the set for top-k query on skyline query
SP is a skyline set in terms of defmition 2, k is a non-negative
integer, andfis a scoring function on SP, a set for top-k query
satisfyingfon SP is a tuples set SPT as follows:
1 SPT~ SP

2 if ISPI < k, SPT = SP , otherwise ISPl1 = k
3 'list e SPT,'list' e SP-SPT,st >- f st ' or sf - f st '

Figure 2 is an example of the model whose dimensions of
relation R are 2. The Pi is a skyline point, and qi is the
corresponding point in term of a scoring function f. The
objective is to find the top k point satisfying the scoring f
whose parameter is in the domain of skyline points.

Figure 2. An exampleof model for top-k skylinequery
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In Figure 1, the Mobile web server provides a portal to the
PDA, transfer the user's preference to top-k skyline query
engine, and presents the results to user. Based on the data
repository, the query engine executes the query operators
including the top-k skyline algorithm depicted in this paper.

Figure 1.The Architecture of the mobileinformation serviceplatform

presents the user results. Figure 1 presents the architecture for
the scenario.

III. RELATED WORKS

In the literature of query answering algorithms proposed for
top-k queries, the Threshold Algorithm (TA) is a
representative[4] algorithm. It is generally applicable in
database applications, but inefficient in large distributed
networks. Therefore, several variations of TA have been
proposed, such as the Three-Phase Uniform-Threshold
algorithm (TPUT)[5], BPA and BPA2[6].

The term skyline has been proposed in the database
literature [7] to refer to the secondary storage version of the
maximal vector set problem. Since then, several algorithms
have been proposed for skyline queries that include no
preprocessing solutions (e.g., [8]), presorting solutions (e.g .,
[9]), and index-based solutions (e.g., [10], [11]) . The partition
index algorithm presented in [11] motivated this paper.

Recently, solutions for the combination ofskyline and top
k have been defined[12], [13], [14]. In general, these solutions
calculate the first stratum or skyline with some sort of post
processing. However, without considering situations as in
section 2, these solutions do not identify the k best answers.
The authors of [15], [16] proposed the problem of selecting k
skyline points so that the number of points, which are
dominated by at least one of these k skyline points, is
maximized. The most related works to this paper are
investigated in [3], [17]. The authors attempt to solve the top-k
skyline problem by proposing the models and algorithms.

IV. THE MODEL FOR TOP-K SKYLINE QUERY

Given a space S with d dimensions, S = {Sj,S2 •.• .Sd} , a set D of

points in S, D = {p t , . ..Pn}, i.e, each Pi E D is a point with d

dimensions in S. We denote the value for the ith dimension of
point pi by Pi-sj.For each Sj , we assume there is a total order
denoted by >- j in its value of domain, where >- j can be the

relationship of'<' or '>' in terms of user's preference.
Definition 1: dominate
A point Pi is said to dominate another point Pj on S if and only
if VSk e S .tn.s« >- pi.s« , and 3s1 e S .pi st> p.st

Definition 2 : skyline,SP(D,S)

V. ALGORITHM FOR TOP-K SKYLINE QUERY

A. An Example ofData Instances for Algorithm

In the data repository related to the user's query of the
scenario in section 2, the original tuples are in the list of Table
1. To apply the skyline algorithm proposed in this paper, we
need to normalize the values in each dimension. We set the
ranks of each dimension value as given in Table 1. The
dimension values are transformed by substituting the real value
with its rank among all values. Table 2 is the result of the
transformation.
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Table 1. An Example of Data Instances Table 2. Result of Transformation

B. Algorithm f or Top-k Skyline Query

The algorithm partitions the 2-dimensional tuples into two
lists in the way that tuple t = (P1, ..Pd) is put into list i if the ith
dimension value of tuple t is the minimum among all
dimensions of t ,that is Pi -;;, pNi ~ l Id * j . For example ,

tuple c("GuiDu") is put into listl, since its normalized
dimension values are (5,8). Table 3 is the final lists. The tuples
in the two lists can be indexed by any dimensional indexing
structure. In this paper, we use B+-tree to index the tuples
shown in Figure 3.

Table 3 Final Lists

VI. EXPERIMENT

We now present experimental results to illustrate the
discussion in Section 5. Experiments were performed on a
2GHz Pentium IV Windows desktop with I GB of RAM and
60 GB of hard disk space. The algorithm in Section 5 was

getNextNode(t) returns the next node for some node in a
B+-tree,

computePartitionSkyline(P) is used to compute the skyline
sets of the nodes set P, which may adopt any algorithm of
skyline at present ,

ComputeNewSkyline(Sj ,S) computes the new skyline from
SjandS,

comp uter Top-k gets the top-k results from existing skyline
set.
I Input : Dataset D

2 Input : B+-tree B

3 Output: Skyline S

4 furi=ltod

5 {+-True

6 1;.+-traverseTreeForMin(root,i)

7 max[i) +-maxv.u.ue(\)

8 minlil +-minValue(1;.)

9 mnf- minf-l max[i]

10 mXf- min1.1min[i ]

II fori=1 to d

12 iflftJl< max[i)

13 {+- False

14 j +-1

15 Sf- 0

16 Tf- 0
17 wkile there are some partitions to be searched

18 furi=1 to d

19 ifmin[il == mx

20 Pj +-1;.

21 S (,- 0
22 1;.+-getNextNode(\)

23 wkile (minv.u.ue(\) == mx)

24 mJl+- miJt(mJl, maxValue(\»

25 Fjf- !'J·U t.;

26 1;.+-getNextNode(\)

27 min[i) +- minValue(\)

28 Sj +- computePartitioJlSkyline(Pj)

29 S f- Su computeNewSk;yline(::{j, If)

30 T +- cOlllpHisrTop-k(S)

31 iflTI == k

32 eJld

33 j+-j+1

34 mx f- min1_1 min[i]
35 furi=1 to d

36 if IftJl < miJl[i)

37 {+- False

Figure 4. the Algorithm for Top-k Skyline Query
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Figure 3. B+-tree for the Lists of Table 3
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The algorithm proposed in [3] divides the process into two
unattached steps: skyline query and top-k query. On the results
of the whole set of skyline, the algorithm run top-k query to get
the fmal results, but it shows low efficiency. The algorithm in
this paper may get the final top-k skyline results without
having to scan all the data spaces, and by normalizing the
values in each dimension, it processes the skyline query and
top-k query synchronous. As soon as the k top-k skyline tuples
emerge, the query process would be ended, and it's
unnecessary to travel the whole skylines set. Figure 4 is the
detailed algorithm where .

fi is a flag to determine whether the ith dimension still
needs to be searched . If fi is set to false, it means that all
subsequent tuples are dominated by some tuple, and the ith
dimension needs not to be searched any more,

maxValue(t) returns the maximum value among all
dimensions of tuple t, which satisfies
ts. ~ t.Sj(j E [I,d] /\ j * i) ,

min Valuett) returns the minimum value among all
dimensions of tuple t, which satisfies
tsi -;;, t.sj(j E [I,d] /\ j * i) ,

traverseTreeForMin(root,i) traverses the B+-tree to obtain
the tuple with the minimum value for the ith dimension,
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Figure 5. the Experiment for B-algorithm and N-aglorithm

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper has discussed the problems related to the
combination of top-k query and skyline query including
theoretical model and algorithm. Based on a given scenario in
pervasive computing environment, we have formulated a
theoretical model for top-k skyline query, demonstrated the
algorithm. Finally, we evaluated the algorithm which shows
better performance.

Many other problems need to be solved and furthered. We
need to fmd better way to improve the algorithm's performance.

implemented in C, and it accesses database through cursor
operations.

The objective of the experiment is to compare the
executing efficiency of the top-k skyline algorithm in this
paper with the one proposed in [3] and to reveal the effect of
different numbers ofdimensions on execution time.

We take 10000 tuples as tested tuple vectors, and run two
algorithms respectively by using different parameter values of
dimensions from I to 10. Figure 5 is the results based on the
experiment. The curve linked by triangle points which is
represented by B-algorithm presents the performance of the
algorithm in [3], the curve with square points labeled by N
aglorithm shows the performance of this paper's algorithm.

Since increasing the number of dimensions would produce
more skyline tuples than lower dimension, more times would
cost on proceeding the skyline tuples. Moreover, when the
number of dimensions is up to certain point, the efficiency of
both two algorithms will decrease rapidly. However, the
algorithm proposed in this paper need not to scan all the tuples
to get the final top-k result , which shows better performance
than the algorithm proposed in [3] does.
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